2019 QBE INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF SPEED – SYDNEY MOTORSPORTS PARK
TIMING BULLETIN
Intermediate sector timing
The sector timing and speed trap loops will be in use. This will result in the lap being split into
3 separate timing sectors. The split times and top speed will be shown on the Race Display
screen, the Compulive internet-based timing application, and in printed reports. Refer to the
map below for approximate locations:

Timing transponder collection and deposits
Transponders will be available for collection from the bottom level of the control tower on
Thursday morning from 7:15am. A $50 refundable security deposit is required, which can be
left in cash or by recording credit card details. Transponders not returned to the timing room
by the conclusion of the event will be subject to a minimum $25 late return fee.
Competitors who do not have their own mounting bracket already can buy them when
collecting transponders for $10 each (GST incl). They can then retain the bracket on their bike
for future events.
Transponders have been allocated to individual machines in each class, so you don’t need to
swap transponders between machines.
Competitors using their own transponder will need to advise timing of the number.

Television live timing
Competitors bringing their own televisions can pick up timing information in garages by
plugging in a standard aerial cable to the connection point in the garages. TV’s should be
manually tuned to digital channel 401 for the Race Display screen. Digital channel 402
will carry Computime Track Map positioning display.

Live timing on smartphone, tablet, or computer
Computime’s local intranet site WILL NOT be set-up this weekend. For live timing on your
smart phone, tablet, or computer, you will need internet access.
For LIVE TIMING, follow the links from www.computime.com.au.
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